Qrazy Quatsh Qompetition (IT’S BACK BABY)
The QQQ is a simple game: complete challenges, get points, win prizes. We came up with the challenges
below, each worth a certain amount of points. The rules are as follows:
-

Since Bart won last year he is excluded from participating (and now oversees distributing points)
The organization (Bart) is always right
Let Bart know if you think you earned points (through one of the following: WhatsApp, Email,
Telegram, Carrier pigeon, Airplane banner, Bus stop advertisement, Message in a bottle)
Challenges marked with # are repeatable, others are one time only.
The amount of points is in brackets behind the challenge.
Most points wins, end date not yet known :)
The board can participate, but the organization will make sure they don’t win :)

Good luck and enjoy!

Challenges


























Win a game of squash while playing with two
rackets, left-side balls played with left hand and
right-side balls played with right hand. (10)
Appear on television with a Quatsh logo. (20) #
Write an essay about Quatsh, 3 pages minimum.
(25) #
Convince at least 3 people in your training group to
draw a mustache on their face during the training
(10 for everyone participating)
Chug a beer, bat style, “adje vleermuis”. (5)
Write a song for Quatsh. (30)
Sleep in a bed in Ikea, extra points if you’re wearing
a Quatsh shirt. (10, +5)
Drink beer with Ramses for an evening without the
conversation ever being about poop, piss, puke or
sex (500) (don’t worry this one’s impossible)
Take a picture of yourself with your squash racket
on top of one of the pink alligators on campus. (10)
Buy one of the board members a beer (2 per board
member)
Get one of the board members to buy you a beer (2
per board member)
Go on a date in a Quatsh shirt (15)
Ask someone out while wearing a Quatsh shirt. (10)
Represent Quatsh at a squash tournament (20) #
Win one of Ramses’ tournaments (5)
Come last in one of Ramses’ tournaments (5)
Paint your nails Quatsh blue (10)
Take a picture of you with one of your professors
holding a squash racket in a lecture room (10)
Draw the Quatsh logo somewhere on your body
with a permanent marker (20)
Play a league match (3)
Get any squash ball to hit the back wall, front wall,
and back wall again without it touching anything
else (relaxed from last year, when it had to be a
double yellow dot ball) (10)
Go on a date with someone from Quatsh or
another student squash association. (15)
Convince Bart to give you points for this challenge
(depends on how convincing you are)



























Play a game of squash against Frank without him
getting injured. (5, if he does get injured you lose
5).
Play a game of squash against all 5 board
members. (5 + 2 * nr. of games you won)
Play squash on a tennis court (10).
Bounce a squash ball in the air for 10 minutes, with
at least 2 people involved. (15)
Do a magic trick that involves a squash ball. (10) #
Play a game of squash with both players on 1 leg.
(10)
Make new promotion material for Quatsh. (25) #
Organize a Quatsh karaoke night. (35)
Come up with a Quatsh drinking game, extra
points if it involves aanhaken. (25, +10)
Bike around in public with your pants out on your
head, BROEK UIT OP JE HOOFD
BROEKUITOPJEHOOFD. (20)
Play a ball against all 4 walls of a squash court
without it touching the floor. (10)
Go on a date with someone from the Quidditch
association. (15)
Take a picture with the board. (10)
Trade a squash ball for a different sports ball with
someone from another sports association. (15)
Build a snowman and have it wear a Quatsh shirt.
(15)
Participate in Quatsh activity (25) #
Win a game against Ramses, not as hard as it may
seem. (10)
Make a Quatsh related WhatsApp sticker (5) #
Post a Ramses meme in the Quatsh app group. (5)
#
Come up with a new challenge. (10) #
Give a round of beer or bitterballs. (10)
Score a point for Quatsh during the van Lint week.
(10) #
Stand in the Dommel for an hour, naked. (50) (you
didn’t think we would forget this one did you?)

